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A LIGHT VERSION OF HEAVY HISTORY

BY CONOR ELLIOTT
BEFORE EARTH, BEFORE SUN, BEFORE REALITY - EXISTED AN EXISTENCE UNCLASSIFIABLE BY ANY MODERN MEANS. THIS KNOWLEDGE, AND ITS WILL, COULD ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS GOD.

4.65 BILLION YEARS AGO

LONG AGO...

ALL THAT IS BELONGS TO ME.

IT IS OF GOD'S WILL THAT EARTH IS CREATED.

...BEFORE EARTH, BEFORE SUN, BEFORE REALITY - EXISTED AN EXISTENCE UNCLASSIFIABLE BY ANY MODERN MEANS. THIS KNOWLEDGE, AND ITS WILL, COULD ONLY BE DESCRIBED AS GOD.

4.65 BILLION YEARS AGO

YEAHH, THIS IS COOL...

MAYBE ROCKS TOO.

I'M A SINGLE CELL... THANKS GOD!

AFTER YEARS OF SELF ADMIRATION AND EXCESSIVE PRIDE, GOD CREATED LIFE TO ACCOMPANY ITS SELF.
AFTER YEARS WITH A SINGLE CELLED COMPANION, GOD GREW DISINTERESTED AND SOUGHT TO CREATE MORE...

IT TOOK MILLIONS OF YEARS BUT GOD WAS ABLE TO CREATE SOME PRETTY COMPLEX ORGANISMS.

IT'S A ME... MULTI-CELL ORGANISM
WITH AN APPARENT INFATUATION WITH HIS CREATION OF WATER, GOD FOCUSED ALL ITS GENIUS AND CREATION TO THE OCEANS.

CALL ME A TRILOBITE!

I’M A NAUTILOID!

PLACODERM... THAT’S ME.

540 500 400 MIL. YEARS AGO
GOD MADE A MISTAKE. IT GOT GREEDY. IN ALL ITS WISDOM, GOD TRANSITIONED LIFE FROM WATER TO LAND... MEET TIKTAALIK.
GOD'S WILL TO CREATE BECOMES UNQUENCHABLE. AS IF IT WERE TESTING DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF LIFE, GOD CREATES SPECIES OF GREAT SIMILARITY BUT YET EVER-SO-SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT...

I HATE BEING ANGRY ALL THE TIME

I'M A LIZARD. GREAT. YAYY.
IT IS NOT UNTIL THE HUMAN THAT GOD REALIZED ITS FINEST CREATION...

GOD HAD NOW CREATED A CREATURE WITH THE ABILITY TO REASON...
... WITH REASON, HUMANS TAKE TO RESEARCH AND DISCOVERY.

I THINK I'VE FOUND SOMETHING!!

WHAT THEY'VE FOUND IS TIKTAALIK...
WITH THE DISCOVERY OF TIKTAALIK, HUMANS DISCOVER THE TRUE GOD OF CREATION...